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Track 1 

 

Wendy Korwin: [00:00:00] My name is Wendy Korwin. I am the Pembroke Center’s archivist, 

and I’m happy to be here with members of the class of 1987, who are gathered on the occasion of 

their twenty-fifth reunion. It is Saturday, May 26, 2012. It’s about 3:30 p.m., and we are in Room 

202 of Pembroke Hall. I have a series of questions prepared, and I’m hoping that you guys will 

feel free to jump in and answer them in any or no order and to take the conversation where it will 

go. But I wanted to ask – just to begin with a little bit of structure – if I could ask you all to 

introduce yourselves, and maybe just say something about where you’re coming from now, 

geographically, professionally, maybe personally, just so we know who’s on board and who’s 

part of the conversation today. 

 

Carol Snow: Start? 

 

WK: Please. 

 

CS: Hi, [00:01:00] my name is Carol Snow. I grew up in New Jersey, kind of bounced around 

the country a little bit. I live in southern California now, and I write novels for a living. 

 

Kim Reuben: I’m Kim Reuben. I grew up in Brooklyn. I live in Washington, DC, and I’m a tax 

economist, and I do public policy research for a nonprofit.  
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Mary Lou Jepsen: I’m Mary Lou Jepsen. I do computer hardware, and I split my time. I live 

most of my time in Asia and also the San Francisco Bay area.  

 

Valerie Tutson: I’m Valerie Tutson, and I grew up in New Milford, Connecticut, and I still live 

here in Providence, Rhode Island. Yay – I drank from the fountain, and I work as a storyteller.  

 

Trinita Brown: My name is Trinita Brown, and I grew up in northern New Jersey. I live in 

Washington, DC now. I worked 20 years for Congress, and for less than a year, totally changed 

my career – it has been about six months or so – and now, [00:02:00] I work in the travel 

industry, so totally different, new life.  

 

Rinku Sen: I’m Rinku Sen. I was born in India and grew up in various parts of the northeast. And 

after college, I became a community organizer. I did that for about 12 years – 14, something like 

that. And then, the last few years, I have been combining journalism and activism, running a 

racial justice think tank called the Applied Research Center and publishing an online magazine 

called Colorlines.  

 

Stephanie Grace: I’m Stephanie Grace. I grew up in Needham, Massachusetts, and I live in New 

Orleans, Louisiana now. And I write a political column for the daily newspaper, the (inaudible).  

 

Rebecca Zeigler Mano: I’m Rebecca Zeigler Mano. I grew up in California. I’ve lived the last 15 

years in Zimbabwe, and I work helping students, [00:03:00] especially those without resources 

who are brilliant, to find their way to study in the US. Some of them are here, at Brown.  

 

F: That’s sort of interesting. Nobody talked about their families. 

 

WK: What’s sort of interesting? 

 

F: That nobody talked about their families.  

 

WK: No, I –  
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RZM: I have family. (laughter) 

 

WK: We can talk about that later, now that we’re (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

F: Name all the kids. 

 

WK: And hopefully, Pam will be there by then, so we’ll have to work her in as soon as she walks 

in. But I wanted to ask to start – sort of at the beginning – to ask you to talk about how you came 

to Brown. How did you select it? And what were – if you remember your impressions or 

expectations when you first got here. 

 

CS: I was – my father went here. I was a legacy, and I was waitlisted, which means the 

expectations were pretty low, so I’m really flattered to be invited. I guess it’s okay I got in. So I 

always had it, in kind of the family lore of, “Brown, Brown, Brown.” And I didn’t – [00:04:00] I 

thought, “You know, I’m going to make my own way.” I didn’t feel influenced by that until I 

came to see the campus in high school and just fell in love with it and wanted very desperately to 

come here and was glad when I got the opportunity to do so. 

 

KR: And I – my parents didn’t go to college, and I had no idea what I was doing. And then my 

sister went to Princeton, and so suddenly, it then seemed possible to go to Ivy League schools 

and go away. I had thought I was going to go to Yale, and the post office lost my application. 

And I take it as a great accident of fate that I got into Brown, which people said I wasn’t going to 

get into, because my high school was weird, and it was too weird like Brown was weird. And I 

got in, and I came and visited and loved it and came and had a great time.  

 

MLJ: I came to Brown mostly because [00:05:00] of the deal I had with my parents. They would 

help me pay for college if I would get a degree in electrical engineering. And so I picked a 

school that had an elec – I really wanted to do liberal arts, so I kind of picked Brown because it 

fulfilled the requirement, and I could do much more interesting work, I thought, through the fluid 
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boundaries of the small departments and really create a multi-disciplinary background for 

myself.  

 

VT: Brown was the last place that I applied to. And the reason I applied to Brown was because 

you could handwrite your application. I don’t know if you remem– but at the time, it was like so 

freaking stressful. 

 

TB: It was free. 

 

VT: And my mother –  

 

F: You had to write your application.  

 

VT:  – you had to write it. You had to write and by hand. And my mother said, “I think you 

should apply to Brown.” Now, my father said, “If you don’t go to Howard University,” which is 

where he went, “then we’re sending you to the University of Hawaii, and we’ll see you at 

graduation.” (laughter) [00:06:00] But my mother said I should apply to Brown, and since I 

could handwrite the application, I did apply and got in. I was debating between Brown, Yale, and 

Oberlin, didn’t want to go to Yale because I grew up in Connecticut, had a crazy experience at 

Oberlin, but loved when I came to visit Brown. And one of the things that I really remember was 

coming for the tour and being interrupted by these random students who were holding this big, 

huge piece of glass – like, from the theatre departments. And they completely interrupted this 

tour of the university with, like, this improv thing, and I was like, “Okay, if this kind of thing 

happens here, I want to come here.” So my expectation was that it was going to be a very cool, 

interesting place, and I certainly found it to be that. 

 

TB: That’s cool – me too. It wasn’t really necessarily high on my list. I went to a very highly 

competitive girls’ school [00:07:00] where everybody was going to the top school, so you’re all 

pushing. And I think I applied to, like, 12 schools. And coming from right outside New York 

City – my dad had gone to Columbia – didn’t want to go to Columbia. It was a little close – 

Princeton, the same thing, which was a big feeder school for the school that I went to. And then 
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my brother, who is three years ahead of me, he thought he wanted to go to Stanford, came to 

Brown, and fell in love with it. I came to visit him – I guess maybe I was ninth grade or 

something like that. I was like, “Huh, actually, this is kind of a cool place,” and at the last 

minute, decided to come to Brown. So when I was a freshman, my brother was a senior, so it was 

kind of nice.  

 

F: That’s lovely. 

 

TB: Family place. 

 

RS: I wanted to come to Brown because my friend, Fred [Brodie?], was in the class of – we were 

’87. He might have been ’84 or something like that, or even – yeah, ’84, around then. [00:08:00] 

And I really didn’t want to go anywhere else, because I hadn’t found another school acceptable 

to my parents that didn’t have a core curriculum, and I did not want to take any math or science 

classes. (laughter) I, in fact – I had stopped taking them by my sophomore year in high school 

even, so I definitely wasn’t planning to go back when I got to college. It was really the only 

place I wanted to go, and I was neither the smartest nor the hardest working person in my high 

school graduating class, but I was the only one to get into Brown, so it was a big deal for me to 

come here. 

 

SG: Brown is actually just a really important part of my family. I’m third generation – my 

grandmother, the trailblazer, class of 1930. All of her kids, all of her grandchildren – her first 

great-grandchild starts in the fall. And again, none of us planned it that way I don’t think, 

[00:09:00] but it really has – we’re all in different places. We do different things. We’re different 

people, but we all have this thing in common that has just been really special in my family. And 

growing up, I always – when I pictured college, I pictured Brown. And my older brother went 

here, and we all went – I think all my cousins, we all kind of had this moment of independence in 

high school, and we thought, “I can go someplace else.” And we went, and we looked, and I 

think we all just kind of came back and fell in love with it in our own way, yeah. 

 

RZM: Okay, so our amazing coincidence – we were freshman roommates –  
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SG: Yes, yes. 

 

RZM:  – and my grandmother was in the class of ’30 with (inaudible).  

 

F: Wow.  

 

F: That’s great. 

 

SG: I remember the day we discovered it. We were just sitting around, talking, and we both 

picked up the phone and called them and said, “Did you know –” 

 

RZM: And they (inaudible).  

 

SG: “Did you know Myrna?” And (inaudible) saying, “Yes!” And they came back for their fifty-

fifth reunion that year and saw each other. 

 

RZM: Yeah, and we were with them. It was very special. [00:10:00] So I was from the West 

Coast, and the only – my mom’s family is from the East Coast. And my Grandma Myrna, who 

was in the student body – she was a day girl from Pawtucket, and she called me “Rebecc-er”. 

(laughter) She’s the one who met me and brought me up the hill. But for me, the reason I decided 

– I was active in a high school that wasn’t an activist place. And when I was 14, my brother was 

doing all the college tours, and my parents said, “This is so miserable. We’re not doing it again, 

so just watch.” So I was taken along as a 14-year-old, and when we got to Brown, there was a 

huge protest. And I said, “That’s it. I’m going.” (laughter) And sure enough, applied early action. 

That was it. I was done, yeah. And then we had this incredible coincidence freshman year.  

 

SG: We made the Brown alumni magazine as freshmen. 

 

RZM: Yes, we did.  
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F: Did they know that?  

 

RZM: They claim – they said they didn’t know that and that it was a coincidence, but it was an 

amazing coincidence. 

 

F: Wow. 

 

SG: It was. [00:11:00]  

 

Pam Gerrol: And they put you in the same room. 

 

RZM: Same room, and our grandmothers had been in the same class. 

 

WK: So Pam, you get to introduce yourself, too. 

 

PG: Sorry, I’m so sorry. I was doing Brown-related duties.  

 

WK: All I asked is for people to introduce themselves and just say a little bit about where you’re 

coming from now, geographically, professionally. And then, we started a conversation talking 

about, obviously, how you came to Brown. 

 

PG: So I’m Pam Gerrol, class of ’87, obviously. I always introduce myself that way. We were 

taught in class leadership things – you always introduce yourself with your class year. So my 

thing is in Boston. I live in Boston now. I’m also active on the Brown Club of Boston board, so I 

think that’s why I say my class, even though it’s obvious to you – sorry. I live outside of Boston. 

I grew up outside of Hartford, and professionally, I’m a genetic counselor. I work in the OBGYN 

department at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, explaining test results. So I say I don’t really do 

anything – I just talk about it, [00:12:00] and that’s what I do for Brown, too. I don’t really do 

anything – I just talk about it. And how I got to Brown – is that the other question? I don’t know 

why I wanted to come to Brown exactly, but my sister went to RISD. She’s only a year ahead of 

me in school, so when she came to Providence, I came to Providence. And we knew some friend 
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of the family who was at Brown, so I talked to him and walked around campus with him, and I 

applied. And I didn’t know that I really wanted to go here until I was in the process of applying 

already, and then I didn’t get in. I got waitlisted. So I think something you can’t have, you want 

more. (laughter) And it’s so funny. I didn’t apply to Yale because I grew up outside of Hartford, 

and I didn’t want to go there. I don’t know if I would have gotten in, but I didn’t even apply. And 

I got in off the waitlist. I was going to go to Tufts. 

 

CS: I was, too. I had gotten off the waitlist, and I was going to go to Tufts, too. [00:13:00] 

 

PG: Really? So my father still kind of jokes around about the fact that they paid the deposit at 

Tufts, and I bought the t-shirts. And then, I think it was the May 15 after the original April 15 – 

on the May 15, I got in off the waitlist, and I was very excited to come here. So my sister and I 

were both in Providence. She lived closer to my classes than I did. She was in a five-year 

architecture program, so we actually graduated at the same time, so were here together the whole 

time, which was nice. 

 

WK: Did you all feel ready for Brown when you got here, coming from your different places and 

backgrounds? 

 

PG: I felt like a little fish in a big pond, and I was totally used to being a big fish in high school. 

And I got here, and I was a little fish, and I just thought everyone was smarter than I was and I 

wouldn’t make it through freshman year.  

 

CS: I don’t recall feeling intimidated about the classes or where I – maybe I should have, 

[00:14:00] but I felt very ready to be away from home. But I remember feeling kind of 

intimidated by other people’s sophistication more than – the academics, I felt fine. You know, I 

felt like I could keep up with what I was – whatever I kind of randomly signed up for. Open 

curriculum, like, “Yeah, I’ll take this, and yeah, I’ll take –” But I do remember – having come 

from suburban New Jersey – now, I know that sounds exciting. But getting here, and there were 

a lot of international students in my dorm and a lot of kids from New York City, and I just felt 

kind of like a country bumpkin. 
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KR: And I felt like that, even though I was from – I was from Brooklyn, but it wasn’t – you 

know. I like to say I was from Brooklyn before Brooklyn was cool, so it was sort of much more 

working-class. And looking around, especially, you know – I lived on the same hall as Pam and 

lived with Carol sophomore year. But I was sort of amazed at the sophistication and sort of some 

of the worldliness of [00:15:00] some of the people – a lot of the people – around us, and sort of 

the experiences they had had. They had been traveling and had done a lot of languages, and my 

roommate freshman year had gone to a private school and had, you know, a lot of preparation, 

whereas I kind of went to an inner-city Brooklyn school that has since been shut down and 

reorganized, which is very sad. But yeah, so it was exciting, and I found it incredible to be 

around a group of people who – I felt everybody had something going for them. So I was sort of 

always amazed at how much people knew or had some talent, and it was just – I thought it was 

great.  

 

MLJ: Yeah, I grew up outside of Hartford, and I had my first bagel when I arrived at Brown, had 

my first sushi. 

 

KR: I had my first sushi. 

 

MLJ: So I was really less sophisticated. And then also, I think – you know, I really struggled 

when I first got there, and I was pretty sure everybody was way smarter than I am, because I had 

been told that. I went to a no-name public school. Nobody had ever gotten into Ivy League 

school, and then I got in. So I went, and I was fine, and then there were a lot of people with 

superiority complexes around. And I was perfectly willing to believe their – you know, for a 

while. That changed. 

 

VT: It’s interesting, these Connecticut folks. And it’s funny to me, because I remember when I 

told people I was from Connecticut. They’d say, “Oh, you’re from Connecticut.” And I didn’t 

really understand what that meant until I – exactly. I was like, “Oh no, not that Connecticut.”  

 

MLJ: I was Windsor. 
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VT: Oh, you’re Windsor.  

 

MLJ: Yeah. 

 

VT: Okay, well, New Milford is where I grew up, which is quite different. But you know, it was 

farms, and it was factories, and we didn’t have a mayor. [00:17:00] We had a first selectman who 

drove a school bus, and you know – and he was a farmer. And so when I – and I remember my 

English teacher sort of trying to prep me for being here, but I think I was also naïve enough to 

just kind of come in, and I was very excited. And also sort of like Rin, I was very excited about 

the fact that I wasn’t going to have to take a math class or a science class. So in that regard –  

 

F: Sorry. (laughter) 

 

F: Dissing the math and science classes. 

 

VT: But, so, in some ways, though, I think it allowed me to find a place where I did feel that I 

could thrive here, as I had done in my small town, you know, back home, because I never took 

Engin. 9. All these things that, in some ways, I wish I had taken, now – maybe. 

 

F: Are you sure? 

 

VT: But I found a way to get into places [00:18:00] with mentors and classes and teachers that 

gave me the support I needed. And I don’t know that that was necessarily a conscious thing, but 

it was just something that, you know, kept drawing me. So I didn’t – if it was too much for me, 

you know, I found a place where I could make my way. 

 

TB: Well for me, it was kind of weird. I found Brown, actually, kind of an academic relief. 

Because like I said, I went to this very highly competitive school, where we’re outlining 

everything and reading and writing and would do all this crazy stuff, that – Brown actually was, 

like I said, a relief. It felt – in the beginning, at least – a little easy, and that was wonderful. So it 
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allowed me to get involved with a lot of activities, and I was fascinated, too, with all the different 

people from different places, and I spent a lot of time talking to people. I mean, my memories of 

Brown – particularly freshman year – sitting outside somebody’s room for hours –  

 

F: Yeah. 

 

F: In the halls. 

 

TB:  – yeah, in the hall, talking about, you know, all kinds of amazing things, [00:19:00] so that 

was actually the greatest part. I don’t think I really felt any intimidation or anything like that. I 

was just too busy being fascinated and engaged in all that the university had to offer.  

 

RS: So I was a little young when I arrived here. I was still – I didn’t turn 17 until November of 

my first semester. 

 

TB: Oh, wow. 

 

RS: So I felt ready, but I totally wasn’t. (laughter) I had no concept of what readiness would have 

actually entailed. And my first year, I really kind of struggled academically. The no-core-

curriculum turned out to mean that you had to make a lot of choices, and I took really random 

things. 

 

F: I did, too. 

 

RS: I had no clarity and just – I took some, like, level three Russian history class. I knew nothing 

about Russian history, nothing, zero. [00:21:00] Val and I lived on the same – in the same 

freshman unit –  

 

VT: Across the hall. 

 

RS:  – an all-girls unit, which –  
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F: There were two, only two.  

 

RS:  – there were two all-girls units.  

 

VT: We lived in Emery. 

 

RS: They were new, and I don’t know if Brown does that anymore. 

 

F: East Andrews, third floor. 

 

RS: But since I was only 16, it was probably a good thing that I was in that all-girls unit. 

 

VT: I think it was good, Rin. 

 

RS: Yeah, so – 

 

SG: That’s funny. The core curriculum – I thought I was so ready for that, because I had gone to 

this New England, very kind of, you know, structured, traditional school, and I was ready to go 

crazy when I came here. And I signed up for semiotics my first semester.  

 

F: I was going to say that (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

SG: And I had no idea what it was. I went to the first few classes. I remember they told us to 

write papers single-spaced, no margins. If you got to the end of your little sentence, just stop. 

And I –  

 

RS: When you got to your page? [00:21:00]  

 

RZM: Your page – you got one page. 
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SG: Yeah, one page, and then – and I’ve got to tell you. This is when I was very grateful for the 

whole, you know, (inaudible), because that does not appear on my transcript, let’s just say. 

(laughter) But it was a learning experience, and I had migrated over to the English department, 

where I had some wonderful writing classes. And, you know, the other thing I remember is – 

I’m, again, from outside of Boston, and I know you lived there. It’s, you know – sometimes, 

when you grow up there, you really kind of get this message that, you know, the hub is the center 

of the universe. “You’re more, you know – Boston is more sophisticated than anyplace else,” and 

you go out into the world and meet people from other places, and you realize, again – no idea. I 

remember meeting the first person who had the shaved – half a shaved head. 

 

RZM: Oh yeah. 

 

SG: Remember? Who was that? And I’m just like, “Why?” Does not compute, but anyway. 

[00:22:00]  

 

RZM: So I was, socially, very excited to come to Brown, because I was not part of the 

mainstream high school cheerleader crowd. And I remember when kids were crying at high 

school graduation. I was like, “Oh, you’re leaving the best time of your life, and I’m going. 

(laughter) People don’t care what I look like. They care about what I talk about,” so yeah. So I 

came. One thing I was completely not ready for was the weather. I had never seen snow. I can 

really relate to my African students when they come, because I had grown up in Hawaii and 

California. And when I came out – as she’ll tell you – I would look outside in the winter. I would 

be wearing – remember those Mexican, embroidered sundresses? So I’d be wearing my sundress. 

I’d see the sun was out. I’d grab my coat. I’d have wet hair, and I’d walk out, and my hair would 

freeze. So yeah, the first winter was really harsh. (inaudible) 

 

SG: We had a real thing, I remember. 

 

RZM: Yeah, I would always keep the window open, and you’d want to close it. 
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SG: Yeah, [00:23:00] and it would – snow would be in the forecast, and you’d be so excited. 

And I’d be like, “Oh.”  

 

RZM: But no, so things like that I was not ready for. But I think, socially, what I was ready for – 

I don’t think I slept very much freshman year. I don’t – I mean, the academics, I think, were 

okay. I enjoyed picking what you wanted, but I remember staying up so many nights in the 

hallways, and people coming through. And I still think those are some of the best (inaudible).  

 

SG: Absolutely.  

 

RZM: And also, the other vivid memory – this is, again, beginning – the second week of school, 

the US invaded Grenada, so I met a lot of my lifelong friends from Brown. John Bonifaz was 

across the next hall –  

 

F: That’s so funny. 

 

RZM:  – and he opened the window and told me to open my window, and he said, “We invaded 

Grenada. Let’s go to the State House.” And we marched down the hill, and then nobody knew 

where the State House was. We were asking policemen for directions. “We’re trying to march on 

State House. Where is the State House?”  

 

F: Protesting in Rhode Island. 

 

RZM: Yes, protesting [00:24:00] in Rhode Island, started freshman year. Yeah, it went from 

there. 

 

PG: No, I guess I went out of turn, sorry. But when I said I wasn’t really ready for the academics 

because I – you know, public high school in Connecticut. Nobody from many classes before me 

had ever gotten into Brown. And it was very difficult. Freshman year, I remember going to my 

calculus professor. I had taken calculus senior year in high school – they must have changed 
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calculus. I took calculus in college, and I just couldn’t do it, and I thought I was a math person. 

And the funniest thing – I have to tell you – is I was excited I didn’t have to take English.  

 

F: (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

PG: So no English, no writing. In retrospect, I should have taken writing. But it’s so funny to 

hear you say that, and for the same reasons (inaudible).  

 

F: Exactly.  

 

PG: And so I asked my calculus professor if I could drop down a level, because there were 

different levels within Intro Calculus, [00:25:00] and he said, “No, you can’t. You can do this.” 

“But I can’t.” I’d be up all night. Kim probably remembers. 

 

KR: Right. I had little calculus tutoring sessions in my hallway.  

 

F: Did you? 

 

KR: You, Cathy, and –  

 

PG: I can’t remember. I was probably up late. You probably weren’t even available at the hours 

was (inaudible). But it turns out the tests were easier than the homework, and it worked out okay. 

I think I ended up with an A-minus or a B-plus. No, it couldn’t have been an A-minus. It was 

either an A –  

 

KR: I think you ended up with an A, which – don’t ask me why I remember this.  

 

PG: Well, I never took calculus again, but it’s just – I felt like, again, I couldn’t keep up. And 

then, I think I had a similar experience to you, where you said people were happy to tell you how 

great they were. I was a biology person. I kind of knew what I wanted to do eventually, and I 

knew biology and psychology were the things to take, so I signed up for as many, you know – 
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those relevant courses. And it turns out – are any of you physicians? [00:26:00] The pre-med 

population – it’s true. I mean, it’s a cutthroat kind of thing. 

 

F: Right. 

 

PG: And some of them even were already into med school, because they were in the Brown med 

program.  

 

F: Yeah, it just started. 

 

PG: “Why are you being so competitive? You were already accepted to med school.” And it was 

just because that’s the kind of people they were. Do you remember Jeff? 

 

F: Yeah, I was just going to say. (laughter) 

 

PG: No last names.  

 

F: No last names. 

 

PG: No last names. Don’t look up in unit 32 and see (overlapping dialogue; inaudible). But I felt 

like I had to prove that I wasn’t competing with them, so I didn’t want to seem – I don’t know – 

as smart. I don’t know, but it was just – I had to almost dumb it down, because I didn’t want to 

be perceived as competing with them, like, “Look, you do your thing. I do my thing. I don’t want 

to go to med school.” And it was just strange. 

 

F: It was weird, like –  

 

CS: Oh, I was thinking back to the semiotics – like, I definitely struggled in semiotics. But it 

was, I think, [00:27:00] the kind of real liberal-artsy types, we’d all – there was no competition. 

We’d all walk out with our papers, with the first C-minuses we’d ever gotten in our lives, going, 
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“I don’t understand it. (inaudible) I got a D.” We were all walking around, going – but there was 

a camaraderie and complete cluelessness.  

 

PG: I didn’t get there until organic chemistry. (laughter) 

 

KR: Yeah, and I was just going to say that I thought – right, so I had gone to this public high 

school, but it was an alternative high school, so it was all pass-fail. So in some ways, I’ve never 

actually gone to, at this point, real schools like that – and it was in Brooklyn, so there was a lot of 

protesting. So in some ways, it was the people who had had much more traditional backgrounds 

were what was really kind of interesting and different to me. But it was a little weird that there 

were all these people who weren’t necessarily math people taking these math classes. And I 

would just sit there, and it wasn’t even the math. It was just the, like, [00:28:00] discussions 

about calculus that was sort of – it seemed very traumatic.  

 

RZM: I had this weird situation where nobody I knew would be taking any of the classes I was 

taking. The things that attracted me – I did anthropology and African studies as my two 

concentrations. And I would say, “Wow, I’m really interested in taking, you know, this theory of 

Mozart, and then I want to take this African history course, and I’m going to take this anthro. 

course.” And then I would as on the unit, “Has anybody taken these courses?” And they’d look 

at me like, “No. We’re taking calculus and organic chemistry,” or, “We’re doing econ.,” or, 

“We’re doing American history,” or, “We’re doing lit.” So I always – I had this interesting thing 

that I hardly ever had a friend who was – friend from the dorm or friend from somewhere else – 

in  a class.  

 

F: Same here. 

 

RZM: You had the same? 

 

F: Same, mm-hmm. 
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RZM: So then I made, like, the friends from my classes, and the friends in my dorms were 

completely different people. 

 

KR: But I think that’s because you guys were actually probably taking way more interesting 

classes. As somebody who was taking math and econ. – in part, [00:29:00] because I was a math 

geek, which is why I was giving calculus tutorials to people. And I decided I would be an 

economist because I almost blew up the chemistry lab, so I couldn’t be a chemist. (laughter) And 

pure math people were just too weird, and I wanted to go to London, right? So basically, my 

whole future is determined because I thought it would be a good idea to go to London my junior 

year, and I could go to the London School of Economics. 

 

F: And did you? 

 

KR: I did.  

 

TB: At least there’s that. At least there’s that. 

 

KR: I didn’t realize you could do political science and go there too. (inaudible) Could be totally 

different. 

 

RS: Well, one way I was prepared to come to Brown is that I taught myself to type when I was in 

tenth grade. I bought an electric typewriter and a book of typing drills, and I taught myself to 

type, and then I typed many people’s papers my first years –  

 

TB: Ambitious – you made money? 

 

RS:  – for money, of course, yes.  

 

F: I wish I had known you then.  

 

TB: I know, I know. 
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SG: We were the first generation to use computers that (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

[00:30:00] 

 

PG: The difference between freshman year and senior year – we were on typewriters freshman 

year, with those silly erasable (inaudible) with the tape. And then my –  

 

MLJ?: I used computers the whole time. 

 

F: You did?  

 

TB: I got mine through Brown. Brown had a program. You could get an IBM, PC, or a Mac, and 

sophomore year –  

 

F: Really? I thought it was late. 

 

TB: No, no, sophomore year, I’m telling you. I got my Mac right over here, at the (inaudible).  

 

F: No way.  

 

F: No, you did not. 

 

TB: I did. I did. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) I don’t know. It was hea– you could carry it. 

No, no, no, it actually was portable. It had the – yeah. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

RZM: But do you remember – I remember the trauma of – you would print. You’d go on down 

into the computer lab, and you’d print your paper, but it would come out at the mainframe place 

across campus. 

 

TB: But that was a great excuse, too. 
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RZM: And it would take 40 minutes. 

 

TB: “Oh, couldn’t get it in. Somebody was backed up,” [00:31:00] or whatever, to buy your 

time.  

 

F: On the mainframe. 

 

VT: That why I typed, exactly, because I was so excited. I had my new electric typewriter.  

 

F: I had an electric typewriter. 

 

F: I couldn’t handle the computer. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

PG: The other traumatic thing about the Mac – my roommate, senior year, had a Mac, and she let 

us type our papers on it. Do you remember the bomb?  

 

RZM: Oh, the bomb. 

 

TB: Oh yes, the bomb – I do. Oh yeah. 

 

PG: There’s an icon for a Mac. It’s a little bomb. It’s like – you lost your paper. 

 

F: Oh, that’s right. 

 

TB: Oh yeah. You didn’t have all the backup (inaudible).  

 

VT: It went, “(explosion sound).”  

 

KR: Wasn’t there a computer lab in, like – in between Emery-Woolley –  

 

TB: There was. 
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KR:  – and Morris-Champlin? 

 

PG: And the (inaudible) – wasn’t there one in the (inaudible)? 

 

TB: Yes. 

 

F: There were lots of them. 

 

TB: There were lots of them. 

 

SG: But only one printer. 

 

KR: It was the only – the one printer that you had to go. 

 

MLJ: And you could get online if you just went there at two in the morning. 

 

RZM: And it would take (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

RS: I didn’t know anything about that. Oh, I get it, okay.  

 

RZM: So I remember this trauma of going into the computer lab. [00:32:00] 

 

VT: Who was doing email in 1983?  

 

MLJ: I was.  

 

TB: I was on the computers. I wasn’t doing email.  

 

KR: It wasn’t email. It was –  
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MLJ: It was email. 

 

KR:  – no, I – 

 

MLJ: It was email. That was email. 

 

TB: But that was like, back when (inaudible).  

 

KR: I thought it was listservs in ’83 still, where you had those, like, Usenet stuff. 

 

MLJ: No, I could email. I could email my father. 

 

TB: Wow, I wasn’t quite doing that. I was writing my papers, but that’s –  

 

VT: Weren’t we, like, the first class to have individual phones in the rooms? 

 

F: I don’t know.  

 

TB: I don’t know. We did. 

 

CS: We did have phones. 

 

VT: Instead of the ones at the end of the hall. 

 

TB: Can you imagine? I can’t even imagine it.  

 

RZM: But I, I mean – the one thing I feel so bad for these kids today is they don’t have that joy 

of the post office. 

 

F: The party invitations. 
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TB: There’s no – where Faunce House is, the post office part, is now like a meeting room, and I 

had a meeting in there (inaudible) –  

 

F: They’re in the (inaudible). 

 

TB: And they said, “Do you know where you’re meeting in? This was the post office.”  

 

F: Everybody have their own box, though? 

 

F: I don’t know. 

 

TB: But they said there’s no post office anymore. [00:33:00] So you get a box or something. I 

don’t know how you get it. 

 

PG: They moved the building to the – what used to be Walter – I want to say “Reed.” It’s not 

Walter Reed. 

 

TB: Okay – yeah, that’s DC.  

 

PG: Walter-something, on the corner of Brown across from (inaudible) –  

 

TB: And do you get a box? Do you go to a box, still? 

 

F: I think they do. 

 

PG: There is the student center. 

 

KR: They can still get little party things. 

 

TB: Do you remember –  
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PG: I don’t know what it looks like. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

TB: Do you remember your box? 

 

F: Walter-something. 

 

TB: Do you remember your address? 

 

KR: Wait, I thought my box was something like 3677.  

 

PG: It’s now the [Saul Poplar?] wing. 

 

KR: Right, I think mine was 3677. 

 

TB: Yeah, mine was 281(inaudible).  

 

PG: Twenty – 2037.  

 

TB: Okay. 

 

PG: I didn’t go abroad, because I didn’t want to lose my mailbox. (laughter)  

 

F: (inaudible) had a box number. 

 

KR: Because senior year, they put an ad in the Boston Phoenix for personal ads – my roommates. 

And you know – and I had a PO Box [00:34:00] –  

 

F: This is before internet dating. 

 

KR:  – so this is before internet dating. 
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TB: (inaudible) Match.com 

 

KR: But they kept running it, because they were trying –  

 

CS: It was just – it was a joke. It was supposed to go for a week, and it went for like six months. 

(laughter) She was really popular with prisoners.  

 

KR: But I would have these random letters and bring them to class, and it was totally disruptive. 

And I would hand them out, and people would read them. 

 

CS: And it was a different time. I mean, before the internet, we would have our daily mail 

delivery, and then the phone was in the room, so there was much more immediacy, I think, to 

what was happening. And the post office was a bigger deal, too, because that was your 

communication. (inaudible) 

 

TB: It was really exciting. 

 

CS: (inaudible) plan for the weekend or not. 

 

SG: It’s where they gave out the band buttons the same time every year. 

 

TB: Yes – oh, because I was in the band, so yeah. I loved the buttons. 

 

PG: And that’s where the Mike’s party videos were (overlapping dialogue; inaudible)  

 

MLJ: Remember, you guys – the Hare Krishnas would have the free food there. Amy [Carter?] 

would always (inaudible) on the free food and not have to go to the informing – you know. 

 

F: That’s right. 

 

PG: The center –  
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TB: I didn’t have the heart. 

 

MLJ:  – come to a meeting, then. I’d noticed my post office was next to it, [00:35:00] so I’d sort 

of go behind her, get the free food, and leave with her.  

 

PG: But those little dial things, I would come – I moved to Boston, also, after school, and I 

would come back every once in a while. And I remember going into the post office, “Let me just 

try it. See if it works.” And you’d just start dialing, and you remember. Like, you don’t even – 

it’s that muscle memory. 

 

F: Muscle memory, yeah. 

 

PG: You don’t know what you’re doing. And for probably five or ten years, I could still do it. 

 

F: Really? Wow. 

 

PG: It was something-J, something-M. You had to be, like, one of those five lines on each dial, 

but there were five lines for each letter.  

 

F: Did you take some poor kid’s mail? (laughter) 

 

PG: No, I just wanted to see if I could open it. No, there never was.  

 

TB: Just for the challenge. 

 

WK: Okay, so did anybody go more than once a day to the post office? 

 

F: Oh, of course.  

 

KR: I would go there, and I’d be like, “Maybe I’ll get more mail now.”  
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F: Yeah. 

 

WK: (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) your family or from other students? 

 

KR: Family and from other students. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible), and people would –  

 

RZM:  – post stuff on the sides.  

 

KR:  – yeah, tape it to the front of the box.  

 

RZM: One of the most disappointing things last night was going through Faunce Arch and 

seeing this sign that said, “You cannot post things without permission.”  

 

F: What? [00:36:00] 

 

F: Are you kidding? 

 

RZM: Are you kidding? 

 

F: Wow.  

 

PG: We should go over to that – (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) and see if you can still do all 

that stuff. 

 

VT: One of the things I remember from my – that high school English teacher is I remember her 

saying, “When you’re looking at colleges and when you go places, look to see what’s posted all 

over the walls, because that’s where you’re going to get a  good vibe of what’s happening.” And 

it was always so exciting to see those layers and layers and layers –  

 

TB: Absolutely. 
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VT:  – of stuff plastered all over. 

 

TB: And in your box, because – yeah, if you were – they’d put it in, if you were part of an 

organization. And you’d open it up. If you didn’t have mail, you’d have, like, hundreds of those 

little flyers and things. “Come to this,” or, “Go to that.” So yeah, it was very informative, but I 

guess it was –  

 

WK: What kinds of – sorry – what kinds of events and organizations were you guys involved in? 

 

PG: Oh, I have a good one for you. 

 

TB: Same stuff I’m doing now – office organizing. 

 

PG: I’m sure nobody remembers. You might remember. There was this group – R-A-S-P, 

[00:37:00] RASP. Redheads Are Special People. (laughter)  

 

F: Redheads Are Special People. 

 

RZM: And then you raised money for cancer, right? 

 

PG: Yes, it was like a – well, redheads are more prone to skin cancer or something, so there was 

a cancer benefit. It was this all-night event.  

 

RZM: Yeah, I went to it. You made me go dance all night. 

 

PG: I’m sorry. So the funniest thing – well this is great, actually. I became president –  

 

TB: Awesome. 
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PG:  – of Redheads Are Special People. And we did – imagine that. We did fundraisers, and after 

a while, I just couldn’t get enough redheads. I couldn’t. Either there weren’t enough redheads, or 

the people I asked didn’t want to do it, and I ended up with the box of stuff. 

 

TB: Oh no. 

 

PG: It’s in my parents’ basement. I would not be surprised if it is still in my parents’ basement. 

 

F: You can donate it to the archives. 

 

TB: You’re a natural redhead, correct? 

 

PG: I am a natural redhead, thank you for asking. 

 

TB: Yes, okay. Natural redheads.  

 

PG: Both my parents and my sister. So yeah, that was an interesting activity.  

 

F: Redheaded family. [00:38:00]  

 

WK: What was open and popular to non-redheads?  

 

RZM: Well, I think for my sophomore year – to me, our sophomore year was the year, politically 

–  

 

F: It was. 

 

RZM:  – that everything exploded.  

 

F: Right, so there was a lot of –  
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RZM: So it was racial politics. It was gender politics. It was nuclear (inaudible).  

 

F: Cyanide pills. Wasn’t that freshman year? 

 

RZM: No, that was sophomore year. 

 

F: It was sophomore? 

 

RZM: There was a protest every week.  

 

TB: Between ’85 and ’86. When I was doing the Brown Daily Herald things for the reunion and 

trying to get headlines to stick, so people could remember different things – yeah, ’85, ’86, there 

was so much stuff going on there. Shanty on the green, people –  

 

RZM: Family – Guatemalan (inaudible) 

 

TB:  – the triangle. Remember the pink triangle controversy? People putting that down. 

 

RZM: There was a CIA (inaudible). 

 

F: There was the whole fraternity stuff sophomore year.  

 

RS: (overlapping dialogue; inaudible)  

 

KR: So we lived in Chapin, next to the door to Thate, [00:39:00] and talk about being –  

 

RS: Lovely. 

 

KR:  – in an interesting place, because they would blast music, because they were being thrown 

off campus. I forget the –  
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F: “Born in the USA.”  

 

KR:  – “Born in the USA.” 

 

RZM: And there was also – I was a (inaudible) at Hope College, and there was a whole Hope 

College white-on-black violence scene, ended up with a protest all around Hope College.  

 

F: Wow. 

 

RZM: That was all within weeks of each other.’ 

 

F: Was that with the bottles? 

 

F: Yeah. 

 

F: Then there was the shantytown in the green. 

 

TB: Oh yeah, that was (overlapping dialogue; inaudible). 

 

RZM: That was apartheid.  

 

F: Lots of protesting was big.  

 

VT: We did the – ’85 was the tenth anniversary of the takeover of University Hall. 

 

TB: That’s right. 

 

VT: You know, sitting in. 

 

TB: Sit-ins.  
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RS: So we won the new Third World Center in ’84, and we won that dusk to dawn shuttle 

service at the end of spring semester.  

 

VT: From the Women Speak Out. [00:40:00] 

 

RS: And we got those two fraternities – their charters revoked. Thet was one of them –  

 

PG: Phi Delt.  

 

RS:  – and I can’t remember what the other – yes, that’s right.  

 

F: Oh yeah. 

 

CS: Do you remember the Mud People? 

 

RZM: Yes, the Mud People. 

 

CS: The Mud People were a group, and they would complete –  

 

F: They were naked. 

 

F: Yeah. 

 

CS:  – they’d be naked and cover themselves with mud, so you couldn’t recognize them. And 

then they would just (inaudible) on the green and walk around naked and mud-covered, and 

everyone would project onto them what it was they were protesting or representing. And I – 

actually, I did a lot of theatre, and I know a couple of them, and they were not protesting or 

representing anything. They were just – it was just performance art. (laughter) 

 

RZM: Then there was that crazy picture of Fred. Do you remember Fred? He was this crazy 

preacher on Thayer Street. 
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MLJ: Oh, the homeless guy. We called him Moneybags, right, because he’d always say –  

 

PG: “Change, change.” 

 

MLJ: No, Money – what was it? 

 

PG: Money Change. 

 

TB: Spare Change. 

 

MLJ: Spare Change, and he would always – 

 

RZM: Yeah, and I remember there was a big protest, because police tried to remove him, and the 

students said, “He shouldn’t be removed.” [00:41:00] That was another (overlapping dialogue; 

inaudible). 

 

KR: But there were also fraternity parties and dances where we would just – and Funk Night, 

where –  

 

TB: And Spring Weekend. I was a big organizer, so I organized Spring Weekend, like, two or 

three years in a row, yeah. Spring Weekend – it’s so funny, too, because I ended up doing the 

same things in life, just like Pam was talking about – being organizers. Because you know, now, 

twenty-fifth reunion, but being class officer – all that stuff I did while I was here. Program 

coordinator, running this, running that, but it was fun. I mean, it was a way to really – again, I 

felt really engaged in the university, with the faculty, with the deans a lot, and then working with 

students to bring programs, because that’s kind of a big part of at least the program coordination 

stuff. Where – I don’t know if you remember. We have – depending on where you lived on 

campus, you’d work with a professor who actually lived in a house or an apartment and invite 

students in on that Tuesday evening, Friday evenings. I loved doing all of that kind of stuff. And 

like I said, in life, it kind of follows, [00:42:00] because right now, in my own personal life, I’m 
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involved with a lot of philanthropy and community organizations that do a lot of kind of similar 

type stuff. But a lot of that came from my Brown life.  

 

KR: And do you remember watching The Morning After, that movie about the nuclear thing, and 

they had us watch it in the lounges and then have discussion. I think they might have been at like 

Peter Harkness’ house. 

 

RZM: And from that, there was an organization that started – I can’t remember the name of it, 

but we used to go to Providence schools to teach about nuclear war and peace.  

 

TB: That’s interesting. There was so much going on. 

 

F: I remember – it was connected with –  

 

RZM:  – cyanide pill thing. 

 

SG:  – my mother to stock cyanide pills, so we could all commit suicide.  

 

F: But we voted on it.  

 

F: It passed. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible)  

 

CS: No, there was a vote of the cyanide (inaudible). It was, “Should the health service be 

required to stock cyanide tablets – enough for all the students – in the event of nuclear war, that 

we could all commit mass suicide.” [00:43:00] And it was up for a vote, yes or no. It did not 

pass. (laughter) 

 

RS: No, it did pass. It passed. 

 

CS: Did it? 
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RS: Totally passed. 

 

TB: The cyanide pill thing? 

 

RZM: So my favorite protest was – like I said – when the CIA came to recruit. A lot of us didn’t 

want them on campus, so we all filled up their recruiting slots, and we just brought flowers and 

started asking about their policies in Latin America (inaudible). That was great. “Oh, you’re here 

to recruit. Can I ask you why –”  

 

TB: But there were quite a few activists – quite a few.  

 

SG: But we also all got to vote together for – I guess it was ’84, and it was the first election 

(overlapping dialogue; inaudible). 

 

F: Jesse Jackson. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

PG: I remember being so shocked that the Republicans won that year. 

 

RZM: Because you didn’t know anybody who voted for them. 

 

PG: Right, how could they –  

 

F: Well, because it was Reagan, and it was Reagan’s second term. 

 

PG:  – yeah, but how could he have possibly won? You know, I was so out of touch with reality.  

 

F: Yeah, I think we all were. 

 

RS: Reagan won the (inaudible)? 

 

TB: Yes, yes. 
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KR: No. [00:44:00]  

 

TB: He did.  

 

KR: He won Rhode Island, but I don’t think he won Brown, right?  

 

PG: In general, I just mean that the election – I was shocked at the outcome.  

 

MLJ: And Buddy Cianci was mayor. 

 

KR: Buddy Cianci was mayor. 

 

RZM: Buddy Cianci, yeah. 

 

KR: And there were football games. 

 

RZM: And the Brown derby started with our year. 

 

KR: Right, that’s what they were saying. And there were a lot of a cappella groups.  

 

RZM: There were a lot of step shows – midnight step shows. 

 

KR: The midnight step shows.  

 

TB: Yeah, I don’t know if they have that, but they still have a lot of a cappella stuff. 

 

F: Right. 

 

VT: And I did a lot of theat– I was at Rites and Reason here, so I spent a lot of time over there, 

and that was kind of where I hung out, which was very exciting, because I was creating new 
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theatre, which was very fun. And also – not the Mud People – but we did do some guerilla 

theatre in support of the protest stuff out there, so that was fun. And then race and lots – with 

[00:45:00] Barbara Tannenbaum. 

 

TB: Right. We had the Black-Jewish dialogue. 

 

VT: Black-Jewish dialogues, that’s right. And that, I would say, definitely – all combined – has 

certainly been a part of my life ever since then. You know, all that stuff. And it sort of was 

related academically to some of the stuff I do, of course, but it really was more the activities and 

the people and the things we talked about and the things that we were working to change in the 

world. 

 

CS: I did a lot of theatre, and one thing that I liked about Brown was – I took every theatre class 

I could, because, you know, you could take whatever you wanted, and I auditioned for a lot of 

plays. I didn’t get into that many, but I did audition a lot. And as part of the classes, it involved 

reading scripts – just reading plays, basically, reading plays, play, plays. And I ultimately 

became a fiction writer, and that was not in the plan. I didn’t really – I wasn’t thinking about 

career at Brown. That was not – nothing at all. It’s like, “Okay, I’m here.” But I think that 

became such a part of who I am, [00:46:00] having tried to think, “Okay, how do people speak? 

What’s the intonation? What are the gestures?” And just reading, reading, reading scenes and 

stories and stories, and I kind of liked the fact that it wasn’t part of an agenda for me. It wasn’t 

like, “I’m going to do this, because some day, I’m going to become this,” but it became so much 

of who I am and really did mean a lot. And it was doing it because it was interesting, because I 

liked to do it, not for some greater plan. 

 

KR: And why were you a psychology major? 

 

CS: I don’t know why I was a psychology major. That was really random. I had to major in 

something. (laughter) I could have been a little more focused. 

 

PG: So you said you took every –  
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CS: Yeah, I took – I had enough classes. 

 

WK: This is a question I was going to ask. Did any of you come to Brown with specific career 

goals?  

 

F: No. 

 

CS: I didn’t leave Brown with specific career goals. (laughter) I don’t recommend, but – 

 

SG: Well, I mean, it took me a while to get back to. I kind of – I did my high school paper. I 

thought I wanted to do journalism, and then I got here, and I did other things, [00:47:00] but I 

didn’t last at the Brown Daily Herald. There was an alternative paper called the Banner, so I was 

–  

 

TB: Oh yeah. 

 

SG:  – so I did that. And then I kind of – but I did political science, so I ended up getting a job – 

with the help of [Dera?] West, who was in the poli. sci. department – doing political polling at 

CBS. So I kind of ended up doing politics and working my way back to journalism. But, you 

know, the job I have now, which I’ve had about 10 years, it’s – I write a political column, and I 

kind of really feel like I use a lot of the political science, which is really kind of fun, kind of 

exploring why things happen and what the patterns are. You know, I kind of think, every now 

and then, you know, “We’re getting our money’s worth.” (laughter) 

 

RS: I was a women’s studies major, and I think the class of ’87, doing women’s studies – I think 

we were only the second or third year that the program existed. So it was a multi- or [00:48:00] 

interdisciplinary program. 

 

F: As opposed to being an independent study. 
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RS: Yeah, but you could get a degree. So I started on that path, I think, my sophomore year, once 

I discovered politics, actually after Val and our other friend [Yuko?] sat me down one day in our 

sophomore year. And because I was so clueless, they told me, “Listen Rinku, you’re not a girl 

anymore. You’re a woman now, and you’re not a minority. You’re a person of color.” I tell that 

story all the time, because that was the moment I became a woman of color. 

 

TB: Wow. 

 

RS: And it was because – it was during the racial justice campaign our sophomore year. You 

wanted me to go to something the next day, and you did an intervention on me. (laughter) So I 

did women’s studies. It was basically literary criticism. I would have been an English major if 

women’s studies hadn’t existed. And then, at the end of [00:49:00] – I wasn’t sure if I was going 

to become an organizer or go to law school or become a literary critic. And in the end – law 

school was definitely really never a possibility. That was like –  

 

TB: You didn’t miss anything. 

 

RS:  – a moment where I thought, “That’s what people do with my interests.” But I had 

nightmares about taking the LSAT, so that was not going to happen. So then, it was literary 

criticism or organizing, and I decided to take an organizing job. And I remember Ellen Rooney, 

my last semester at school. She was my thesis advisor, and she said, “Are you sure? Because 

you’d be a really good literary critic and good teacher.” And I was sure. So I became an 

organizer, but I think the criticism and also the gender analysis [00:50:00] – it really stayed with 

me, and it helps a lot, all the time. It gave me a really great analytic grounding in taking things 

apart, things that are happening, and figuring out what they meant. So even though I didn’t 

become a literary critic, I still love novels, unlike most organizers I know, who don’t read any 

fiction. I can’t even imagine. They’re so wrong for that. (laughter) It just seems crazy to me. 

Yeah, so having that immersion in the novel – nineteenth, twentieth century – I think it still 

influences my life in many ways. 
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KR: Whereas I feel like I look like I was much more focused than I ever was if you had known. I 

was an applied math major [00:51:00] and then became a Ph.D. economist, and I do public 

policy work. But if you asked me freshman year, I had no idea what being a Ph.D. econ– like, I 

didn’t have any idea what getting a Ph.D. meant, what it would involve, how it would work out. 

It looks much more linear than I think it ever was in my mind, where I was basically going to 

become an economist so I could go to London my junior year. 

 

VT: Well Yuko Uchikawa, who was also on our hall – she reminded me today, even. She said, 

“Our first conversation, Val,” when they were asking us, “What do you want to be?” She said, 

“You said, ‘I’m going to be a storyteller, and I’m going to duh-duh-duh-duh.’” Which I don’t 

really remember that. I remember seeing Storytellers my freshman year and following up on 

having seen Storyteller my senior year in high school, you know, [00:52:00] but until I sort of 

found my way into the independent concentration program, you know – like, how in the world 

do you do that? But I think once I kind of decided on my way that it was pretty clear that that’s 

what I wanted to do. And then being chosen then to speak at graduation was such an affirmation. 

I mean, my parents were like, “Are you kidding me? You’re going to major in storytelling? Who 

does that, and how are you going to get a job? You know? Won’t you at least –” because 

initially, I thought I was going to be a teacher, English, direct the high school play, you know. 

And my mother would say, “At least get your teaching certificate, so you can get benefits and, 

you know, have a job.” And even whoever nominated me to speak, I was like, “I’m not a speech-

er, but I’ll tell a story.” [00:53:00] So I think that the affirmation of that, the confirmation of that, 

was just – and when my parents witnessed that, they were like, “Okay.” 

 

TB: You captivated the entire audience. People were affected. It affected me. It was just so 

powerful. 

 

PG: Everyone remembers it. 

 

RZM: And Dr. Seuss was there.  

 

VT: And Dr. Seuss was there, and Stevie Wonder. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 
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TB: Stevie Wonder had tears in his eyes. It was unbelievable.  

 

VT: So that was just a real confirmation and affirmation, and then I got a job, hired by the 

Department of State Library Services. So you know, it was just kind of like when you find what 

it is that you love to do, and all the pieces fall into place. It’s such a great thing.  

 

PG: I thought I knew what I wanted to do when I came, which was genetic counseling. And 

nobody at the time really knew what that was, other than people who were genetic counselors. So 

I just took biology and psychology, and again, I was trying not to compete with these pre-med, 

and I don’t want to be – you know. [00:54:00] And there were two genetics classes. You were 

saying you took every theatre class. I took every genetics class, which was two. (laughter) And I 

created an independent – not concentration, just a – I guess it was just an independent study 

class, senior year. And my mentor was the professor that had taught one of the genetics classes, 

and she’s a geneticist at Rhode Island Hospital. And I went into the clinic, and I did a little 

research project. And the genetic counselors that work at Rhode Island Hospital were my 

mentors, and I – so it was a semester senior year. And about, probably, 20 years later – because I 

work in Boston, and there’s a big lab at Rhode Island Hospital that does what I specialize in, this 

testing – I went to this conference. And the doctor and the genetic counselor, who now works in 

California, were there, and we were all colleagues, sitting at the same table. 

 

F: That’s nice. 

 

PG: And it was at Brown. [00:55:00] We were sitting – it gives me the chills, thinking about it. 

We were sitting in Sayles Hall, having lunch at this professional conference. It was kind of a 

mind-boggling – it was really interesting. 

 

TB: But just think, I mean, for both of you – and I’m sure there are other stories like that for 

people here. But having come to Brown, you’re able to really do those things (overlapping 

dialogue; inaudible) 
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VT: I couldn’t have done it anywhere else. 

 

TB: That’s right. 

 

VT: And I’m really clear on that.  

 

TB: Yeah, and that’s what’s so amazing about Brown. You have those opportunities. 

 

RZM: I was – I told myself, when I came, “I’m going to try every funky thing Brown has.”  

 

TB: That’s right.  

 

RZM: So I did two (inaudible). One with you, writing children’s literature. One was sign 

language with [Natalie Kravitz?]. One was sign language. I still use both of them. 

 

F: With Julie? Did you do – I did that with –  

 

RZM: I think about you, too. 

 

F: Yes.  

 

RZM: I had an independent concentration, independent class. The community service class – 

what was that called? When you could do a class that had to do with – through the service 

learning center. [00:56:00] But I just wanted to make sure I tried out all those –  

 

TB: Right, take advantage of everything. 

 

RZM:  – and I think those classes – even though some people say, “Oh, they weren’t as rigorous 

as your core, or whatever, classes.” They taught me so much more about how to organi– at the 

skilled level, of how do you organize your own curriculum and how do you keep being a lifelong 

learner. 
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F: Right. 

 

RZM: And I do think that’s something you don’t get anywhere else, because I send a lot of kids 

to a lot of great, small liberal arts colleges and Ivy Leagues and such, but the kids who come to 

Brown just have something different, because they’ve had to have the freedom and the 

responsibility to think about each and every class they take. 

 

TB: That’s right. That’s right. 

 

PG: I tried to not be so independent. I decided, if I was going to go into genetic counseling, I was 

probably going to starve, because you can’t make a lot of money doing that. So I took a job for a 

payroll company after I graduated. 

 

TB: What? 

 

PG: Payroll.  

 

TB: Oh, payroll. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

PG: Payroll. I was offered a job. A friend of my parents [00:57:00] ran the company in 

Connecticut, and he hooked me up with the person in Massachusetts. I needed a job. I was a 

customer service rep for a payroll company, and I learned a lot. I learned a lot of stuff that you 

need to know as a person out there, but I just – I got scared, and I had to go to grad school, and I 

wasn’t ready for more school. And then I gave that up. I went to work for a lab. I took a huge cut 

in pay, went to work in a lab, and got myself into grad school. 

 

MLJ: So I actually did know – I think the question was, “Did you know what you were going to 

do?” And I did, because it was dictated by my parents. But I took this Mode of Thought seminar. 

I don’t know if you remember those. They were freshman year. They got rid of them after –  
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F: Oh yeah, yeah. 

 

MLJ:  – in holography, and it totally changed my life. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

F: It changed your life. 

 

F: Really? 

 

MLJ: Holography. Because it turned out – “I gave engineering a shot, why not?” I was good at 

math and science, but I loved art and literature, and I liked a lot of things, but, you know, I was 

really awful at engineering. And it’s very funny, because after this, I’m going to get the 

engineering alumni medal, [00:58:00] (laughter) but I hated it. I was doing awful, but I really 

loved holography, and I was going to switch schools or drop out. I didn’t do well, and it was just 

really – I felt like the engineering – like, I went to a different school than all of you guys. I 

actually don’t know what you’re talking about. (overlapping dialogue; inaudible)  

 

F: You had some requirements, yeah. 

 

PG: No electives. 

 

MLJ: But I took all these art classes, because I wanted to learn everything I could about 

holography, because I just thought it was magical. It was ethereal. It was a lot of math, a lot of 

electo-magnetics, a lot of human visual system, a lot of art in it. So I ended up finishing enough 

for another degree in art, and I took a lot of classes at RISD. Actually, I fulfilled all the 

requirements, but I didn’t get the degree, because you have to pay a fifth year of tuition, and I did 

it in four, because it was an Sc.B. A.B.  

 

F: That’s terrible. 

 

MLJ: So I did an Sc.B., but I really fell in love with holography, [00:59:00] and I never imagined 

myself going to graduate school. 
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F: But you went to the Media Lab right away. 

 

MLJ: I did go to the Media Lab right away, because I wanted to do everything about holography, 

and the hot place to be was the Media Lab, which was just starting up. So I went to the Media 

Lab and then just contin– I did a lot of different degrees, because holography is very poorly 

funded. It’s a little like being an artist. With my double-E degree, I’m doing holography, so I had 

to work on six different contents and sort of string different fellowships and so forth together, a 

lot like being an artist. And really, finally, when I had a brain tumor, I sold out. And being 

American as we all are – at least sometimes – you need health insurance, so I do all these really 

cool things. But I think part of that was this, well, hatred for engineering. I have to go talk about 

it. And you know, having to stick it out as part of this deal that [01:00:00] I couldn’t, you know, 

get. But then, it’s like a base. It’s like learning a language. The math isn’t that hard, you guys. I 

mean, it really –  

 

F: It is, actually.   

 

KR: It’s a way of thinking. But it’s funny, because I would have sworn, until you just made that 

sentence – and there’s no reason I should know this, because it wasn’t my degree – but I would 

have sworn you had gotten a BA in art and engineering.  

 

PG: I thought you were art. 

 

KR: And I thought that was so cool, and I was trying to get [Talene?] to do it, to not get the BS, 

to get the BA and do the double major, which I thought was what you were doing –  

 

MLJ: Oh, I had to do the Sc.B. 

 

KR:  – so it’s interesting to me that it turned out that you didn’t end up getting the art degree, 

because I would have totally – right. 
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MLJ: I fulfilled all the requirements for the art degree. 

 

CS: You were so far ahead of the curve that – I remember seeing Mary Lou in Boston right after 

graduation, and she was in grad school. And I mean, holograms – we all know what holograms 

are now, but she said, “I’m studying holography.” I had no idea. I mean, it was – “What?” 

 Different dimensions. “What?” [01:01:00] You really – you found that early. 

 

KR: But it was such a cool – so I ended up taking the holography class. It was cool. 

 

TB: She’s spreading the gospel. 

 

KR: And if you do math and economics, holography and actually getting some art and 

philosophy in with your science was really kind of – I took the genetics class, too. Apparently, 

that’s how I picked my classes. It’s kind of amazing I never took a theatre class.  

 

MLJ: I took a theatre class. 

 

KR: After they took it.  

 

RZM: Definitely recommendation. How many people said, “Oh, you know, Personality Theory 

has got a good professor,” or, “Is there any political science that has a good professor?”  

 

PG: Psych. 9.  

 

RZM: Psych. 9.  

 

TB: Stay away from. 

 

RZM: Yeah, and you would go take it because people told you it’s good.  
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RS: But listen, after college, I had to learn finance. (laughter) And I had to learn economics. For 

a second, I thought I might go get an MBA, and that didn’t make sense. [01:02:00] But I think if 

I had tried to take an economics or a physics class at Brown, I would not have thought I could do 

it, that I could get through the class, and I wouldn’t have had a reason to do it. You know? So 

there is something about enough time passing that gives you reasons to do things that – having a 

base of curiosity and people kind of encouraging you to test out new things, that helps you –   

 

RZM: Yeah, definitely. 

 

RS:  – because college doesn’t last forever, for us at least. There were people who were students 

for a long time. Not us, so much.  

 

WK: Can I ask – I suppose, as we wrap up – if there are any last words that you want to put forth 

as representing [01:03:00] the class of 1987? What needs to be known, as you’re here for your 

reunion? 

 

KR: I’m just really grateful for Brown. I don’t know if I would be the person I am. I might be, 

but I thought I had opportunities to learn and to grow and to meet people in an environment that I 

had no idea existed, but I thought it was an incredible place to come of age. 

 

PG: Well said. 

 

MLJ: Well, (inaudible) world peace with –  

 

KR: Oh, when my mother won the lottery?  

 

F: (inaudible) the lottery? 

 

KR: So my mother won the lottery my senior year. And now, before you get excited, it – she was 

splitting it with five other people, and the they were one of four winning tickets –  
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F: But still. 

 

KR:  – but I did come home late at night, in January, and she asked me if I had one wish in the 

entire world, what would it be. I was her third child to ask this question of. And I turned to her – 

[01:04:00] and I think there was only one answer, being a senior at Brown. But I turned to her, 

and she asked me this at two in the morning, and I said, “World peace,” perfectly seriously. Of 

course, my mother is asking me philosophical questions, at which point she threw up her hands 

and was like, “What kind of kids do I have?” If any of us had said anything material, we would 

have gotten it (overlapping dialogue; inaudible). She couldn’t buy world peace.  

 

TB: No, she couldn’t. 

 

RS: I want to say something. You know, I think we were at Brown at a time of really intense 

political activity. I think it did peak our sophomore year. I don’t remember freshman year or 

junior or senior being quite as intense, although –  

 

TB: Stuff happened. 

 

RS:  – although stuff happened.  

 

RZM: Senior year, 20 of us were suspended on February 13th.  

 

RS: You know what – I wasn’t here. 

 

F: For what? 

 

RZM: Students Against Apartheid. [01:05:00] 

 

F: Right, there was a lot of –  
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RZM:  – it was intense, because that was when my parents were like, “So you might not 

graduate?” So until we had the trial –  

 

RS: (inaudible) get yourselves arrested. 

 

RZM:  – those two months were intense.  

 

RS: So the thing I want to say is that it’s a wonderful institution. It has many, many amazing 

characteristics, and it is an elite institution, and it runs like elite institutions. So people who are 

coming into the institution now need to be connected to the history of changing the institution 

and of making its elite-ness accessible to people like us. I actually suspect that it’s less accessible 

to some of us who come from more working-class and less elite backgrounds, than it was when 

we came here. So to preserve that mix of different kinds of people and really, even, to expand it 

[01:06:00] from what we were able to experience – I think that is still part of Brown’s future and 

part of a vision that alumni and students and families could have about the role the institution 

could play in the world and the role students can play in the institution. 

 

TB: I want to say one thing, too. I think that that’s incredibly important. And one other thing, 

too, is – I know part of it too – we talked about this when they’re searching for a new president – 

is that Brown, obviously, is a very unique place. And having the ability to experience things, 

maybe take something pass-fail because you’re not sure about it, to develop your own 

curriculum, to do all the wonderful things that you’re allowed to do here, is so essential to 

Brown. And the focus on the undergraduates, the fact that there’s a Nobel laureate – he’s 

teaching, or she is teaching a class. It’s not like some far off thing. You’re all teaching assistants. 

[01:07:00] There are so many wonderful things about this place that has to be preserved. And as 

the tension, economically, to do more grad school – maybe they’ll have a law school or a 

business school and all those things that are maybe good economics for the school has to be 

balanced against what makes the school so wonderful. And I know that, in looking for a new 

president, they wanted to make sure that that person understood how important that was to 

alumni and why people come here. So I hope, with this next president and the next ones after 
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that, that that is always maintained here, because that’s what makes the institution so special and 

unique.  

 

RZM: Or I think, just to add to that, one of the sadnesses for me – because my work is helping 

kids come to places like Brown – is that the struggle that started during our years to make it a 

need-blind institution – as soon as they were able to achieve that [01:08:00] with domestic 

students, they stopped. So international students who come here, I mean, the students –  

 

F: That’s right. 

 

RZM:  – it’s tough. So I’ll have, for example, a young woman from a village in Zimbabwe who’s 

coming in the fall, and she will be one of maybe two or three students in that situation, and then 

the other international students will be the sons of chiefs and princes.  

 

PG: But they’re the ones ride. 

 

TB: They pay full ride. 

 

PG: They pay for all those other people. 

 

RZM: So it means that there are so many amazingly brilliant kids I’ve seen who have applied 

here, who do not get in, do not even get admitted, and it’s because of the need-aware policy they 

still have for international students. 

 

PG: So what do we do? 

 

RZM: And that’s 25 years later, and unfortunately, a lot of our comparative schools – liberal arts 

colleges and Ivy Leagues – are need-blind now.  

 

TB: For international, too? 
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RZM: (inaudible). So the same student who has applied here who has applied to Williams or 

Amherst or Bryn Mawr or Smith or Harvard or Yale or Duke or Stanford [01:09:00] can get in 

need-blind.  

 

KR: And is that – is it the money? Is it really that they feel like the endowment isn’t –  

 

RZM: Well, I think it’s a priority of where you put your money, but I think it’s something that 

Brown has not yet decided to put their money. 

 

PG: To not distinguish between international and third-world is a mistake. 

 

RZM: Just international and domestic, yeah. 

 

PG: But developed versus undeveloped countries, right? Is it – the money comes from 

(overlapping dialogue; inaudible). 

 

TB: I mean, I’m glad you said that. I think we didn’t know that, and I think a lot of people kind 

of need to be made aware of that. And when they do these, you know, campaigns saying, “Where 

do you want to put your money?” and things like that –  

 

RZM: I always put my money in international financial aid. 

 

TB: Right, but I mean –  

 

PG: Well, see, so that’s good to know. 

 

TB:  – right, but it’s good to know that that’s what needs to happen. That needs to happen. 

 

VT: I also live here in Providence, so it has been really interesting for me. I mean, part of the 

reason that I live here is because for my freshman year, I started [01:10:00] getting off of the hill 

and really working in the community. So by the same token, it’s a very interesting tension 
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between the experience of the hill and the rest of the community. One of the things that I really 

appreciated and appreciate now – again, when we were here – was we were told, “Don’t rent off-

campus, because you’re going to gentrify the neighborhood. You’re going to raise up the price.” 

You know, there was a real consciousness about maintaining good neighborliness here, in the 

community, and that has not been the case.  

 

RZM?: No, Thayer Street changed. 

 

VT: Thayer Street is changing. There’s a big huge thing happening now, where they’re trying to 

develop this whole area over there, and it’s a real interesting tension – very interesting to see the 

information that was coming from the university about whether Brown [01:11:00] was going to 

participate in the voluntary tax to the city. I mean, it was very, very ugly. And thankfully, Brown 

did come to the table and say something, but it was embarrassing for me. 

 

KR: But part of it is the fact that Rhode Island is so messed up. In Brown’s defense, the fact that 

the state – it’s finances – they’ve made sort of their – like, giving them money and wanting to 

make sure that the money goes to where it should go and it isn’t – 

 

VT: Well, yes, that’s true, but this is the thing. I mean, the leadership in the city right now, for 

the first time, we’re really dealing with a transparent and, “These are the numbers. These are the 

facts. We can blame past administrations. We can duh-duh-duh-duh, but the fact of the matter is 

ba-boom, and this amount of our city services comes to Brown, and you don’t pay anything.” I 

mean, those kinds of things, where you go, “Okay.” I mean, these are just kinds of things that 

when you’re in the bubble, [01:12:00] you don’t really know. And you don’t know that – I mean, 

with all this stuff that they did around the commission and the –  

 

F: Reparations. 

 

VT:  – reparations. I mean, the schools in the city of Providence are a disaster. They are a 

disaster, you know? But by the same token, there are more and more students than ever – 

through the Swearer Center for Community Service who are impacting. So I have a friend of 
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mine who’s like, “I remember you Val – 20, 30 years ago, you were off the hill,” and he 

remembers that. But now, you see it a lot. So really, I would say – really encourage that, that 

there is this interaction between –  

 

RZM: Providence. 

 

VT:  – two streets away and what’s happening here, and develop those relationships and those 

partnerships and continue that – so important. 

 

TB: I think you’re right about that, because when you brought that up, I just remember – I did 

[01:13:00] a lot of community service and tutored at (inaudible) school. I had a little sister. But 

all the community service that I had was really facilitated by Brown, because they had cars that 

you could take. If you were doing community service, you could drive across the city to take 

your person out.  

 

KR: I took the bus. 

 

F: I took my bike. 

 

TB: Yeah, or whatever you would do. You worked with elderly people or whatever the situation 

was – they really facilitated that by having those things available, and I don’t know if they still 

do that, (inaudible) and all these crazy things. But it just made things a lot easier, and everybody, 

pretty much, that I knew was doing something. If they weren’t tutoring in a nearby school, they 

were volunteering. They were doing something. So I hope you’re right about that awareness of 

the community, because we get so much here, but while you’re here, you’re still a part of that 

community, and you should connect in some kind of way. So I hope that does continue. 

 

WK: And you, obviously, continue to connect with the community. I think it’s a [01:14:00] 

testament to you guys knowing the terrain and knowing the history and remaining connected to 

your – I mean, the younger alumni, but then the grads this weekend. And I think that’s something 

that Brown obviously continues to benefit from, is sort of the activism that you guys were part of 
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as sophomores and beyond, but continuing to bring that back and bring it into here. So I thank 

you for that, and I wish you a very productive and happy and rabble-rousing reunion. (laughter) 

 

VT: I signed my petition. I just read it. Did you all see the petition?  

 

KR: About the daycare center? 

 

VT: The daycare center. Shame on you, Brown, closing the only daycare that they had from zero 

to three years old. They closed the daycare. 

 

KR: For grad students. I don’t think it was –  

 

VT: Grad students and staff, faculty – zero to three years old, they closed the daycare. 

 

TB: Where do you (overlapping dialogue; inaudible) 

 

WK: They’re flyering today, so – [01:15:00] 

 

F: Thank you. 

 

- END - 


